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As the world gets more complicated, it has become
all the more important for companies to earn the
trust of their various stakeholders. Based on the idea
that earning our clients’ trust is the foundation for
our company activities, Sumitomo Trust implements
company-wide customer satisfaction (CS) promotion
activities. We are also making an effort to earn the
trust of local communities, conducting activities that
take into account the unique characteristics of the
areas they serve and contribute to the region.

Plans
To continue activities to improve services by listening to the
voice of our customers.
To assist in grass-roots activities in support of holding the 10th
meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on
Biological Diversity (COP10) in Nagoya.
To hold seminars on countermeasures against financial fraud
across Japan.
To establish a framework for systematic implementation of a
program for junior and senior high-school students to experience
the workplace.

Achievements
Released documentation of individual customer feedback to
the whole company, via the “Voice of Our Customers CS
Portal.” Implemented improvements that have made our products,
services, and company notices easier to understand.
Held COP10-related events in collaboration with civic groups.
Offered our support to other such events.
Conducted 13 seminars, in 15 different branches, about coun-
termeasures against financial fraud.
Newly formulated our Workplace Experience Program and
developed a structure for its cross-departmental implementation. 

Plans
To strengthen efforts to improve the quality of our products
and services by issuing surveys to our business partners or
directly asking their opinions.
To make the preparations necessary to set up a financial ADR
(alternative dispute resolution) system and facilitate its smooth
operation.
To prioritize activities that support living beings and projects
related to successful aging through “With You” activities.
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Earning Your Trust



Promise to Customers

At Sumitomo Trust, as an asset management financial institution that works to achieve 

“optimal management and prudent administration,” we follow all applicable laws and regulations, and 

we promise our customers that we will recommend products and services based on the following solicitation policy, 

so that they can make appropriate judgments for themselves.

1. We ask customers about their experience and knowledge of financial products and services, 

their asset situation, and the purpose of their transactions. According to their responses, 

we provide suitable products and services.

2. We ensure that the products and services we provide are accompanied by appropriate and 

easy-to-understand explanations, so that customers will be able to fully understand the details and advantages, 

as well as the risks and handling charges.

3. We do not conduct explanations or solicitations that are likely to mislead customers, 

such as providing information that is contrary to fact, or explaining uncertain matters in an assertive manner.

4. When we wish to make a solicitation to customers via telephone or by visiting them in person, 

we try to do so without imposing on customers’ schedules.

5. We work to gain accurate knowledge and learn easy-to-understand explanation methods, 

so that we can provide products and services that suit the needs of our customers.

Comment from Stakeholder 

Mr. Hitoshi Tamura
Advisor, RICOH JAPAN Corporation

Main Policies
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“CS is pleasing the customers that
you have chosen.”

All of the books you read about CS say, “Listen to the customer’s voice.” Actually, they’ve
got it backwards. If you simply listen to your customers without setting your standards in
advance, you won’t know what to do. First of all, you need to clarify what is important to
you and what you care about, and convey that to the customers. Then you ask the customers
if they can sympathize with your way of thinking. You say, “This is what matters to us. What
do you think?” If the number of customers that sympathize with you is small, then that
means that you have misplaced priorities. Hence you would need to adjust your way of
thinking to earn the sympathy of your customers. Simply put, CS is pleasing the customers
that you have chosen.

Even banks have to decide who they want their customers to be. Then they have to
think thoroughly about what those customers are looking for, and whether they are meet-
ing those demands. In short, CS is not a matter to be left to subordinate employees, but
something that needs to be addressed starting with the people at the top, as part of the
company’s business strategy.



(3) Examples of Improvements

We have analyzed the customer feedback received in fiscal year
2009, and have reflected this in a variety of initiatives. For exam-
ple, in response to customers who told us, “It’s hard to find your
branches and car parks,” we posted detailed maps on the “Branch
Access Guide” section of our website, in addition to the simplified
maps already found there.

(1) CS Promotion Structure

Sumitomo Trust takes customers’ opinions, requests and com-
plaints seriously and strives to respond to them quickly and appro-
priately. In addition, we make efforts to improve the quality of our
services and products through a PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Action)
cycle* that starts with feedback from customers.

Feedback from our customers is passed to our head office
through the Customer Service Promotion Office, “Voice of
Customers” cards, the “CS Monitoring Survey,” “Customer
Questionnaires” and our call center, as well as via branches and
service counters across Japan. This feedback is then investigated by
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Mechanism for Receiving Feedback from Customers

Customers

CS Monitoring
Survey

Feedback to
Telephone
Banking

Branches
and Divisions

“Voice of
Customers”

Cards

Feedback to
the Customer

Service
Promotion

Office

Customer
Questionnaires

Administrative improvement, development
and provision of better products and services

Clarification of problems

Investigation and analysis of causes

Feedback from Customers

Opinions Requests Complaints Criticism

Activities to Earn Our Customers’ Trust

If a bank does not earn the trust of its customers, it will not be able to do business, even for a
single day. Sumitomo Trust always listens to the feedback given by its customers and
strives to better meet their needs in the belief that earning customers’ trust should constitute
the core of its corporate activities.

The Sumitomo Trust Concept of 1 CS (Customer Satisfaction)

Amid radical transformation of the financial environment, cus-
tomers have become far more selective in their financial institution.
To be the financial institution chosen by customers regardless of
the times, we position the promotion of CS (customer satisfaction)
activities as the most fundamental element in the conduct of our
trust business. We place importance on “Trustee-ness” that takes
into consideration the customer’s point of view, providing the best
solution carefully and individually based on trustee spirit. At the
same time, we aim to build the “CS No.1” brand by speedily pro-
viding financial services with high added value that meet the needs
of customers through the combination of diverse functions that
feature “STB-ness.”

2 Activities to Promote CS

each operating division; the causes are analyzed, problems are iden-
tified, and improvement plans are formulated. The Customer
Satisfaction Promotion Department oversees CS promotion activi-
ties, and checks whether they are easy for customers to understand.
In fiscal year 2009, we received some 210,000 cases of feedback.
* The PDCA cycle, which comprises four stages, namely Plan, Do, Check and Act, is a

process intended to facilitate the smooth conduct of management operations.

(2) Linking the Voice of Our Customers to
Improvements

In addition to feedback obtained in the form of opinions,
through such initiatives as “Voice of Customers” cards and
“Customer Questionnaires,” the words of admonishment or praise
that we receive in the course of everyday consultations, queries
and requests at our branches and over the telephone are also
invaluable to us.

Rather than burying these opinions amid the more than 200,000
cases of feedback we receive every year, we have deployed a company-
wide “CS Voice of Customers Portal,” which enables our staff to
analyze and refer to this feedback in order to enhance satisfaction,
and both our head office and branches promote improvements
based on customer feedback. By making the diverse feedback from
our customers more “visible” and “easily noticed,” Sumitomo Trust
is striving to respond to the needs of its customers.

“CS Voice of Customers Portal” screen image
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Moreover, in response to the feedback that “there are so many
investment trusts—it’s difficult to know which product to choose,”
we have added a “fund comparison button” to our web page. Users
view the “Investment trust constant value list” and tick the boxes
on the right-hand side, next to the funds they wish to compare (up
to a maximum of three), then click on this button to display a
graph which allows them to compare movements in the constant
values of the funds to the present day (over six months, one year
and three years). Furthermore, on the “Historical data comparison”
page, we have made it possible for our customers to compare indi-
cators concerning the constant values of investment trusts, such as
major stock indices and foreign exchange rates. This function has
now also been added to the “Investment trust fund line-up” screen
as part of our internet banking service.

(1) Disseminating Information Via Our Intranet 
(CS Promotion Site)

In April 2009, Sumitomo Trust established a CS Promotion Site
on our intranet. As well as providing an easy to understand explana-
tion of our approach to CS, this site contains reports that have used
the “CS Voice of Customers Portal” to analyze the feedback from
our customers, and provides an introduction to good examples of CS
activities being undertaken by our branches, not to mention initia-
tives undertaken by other companies that serve as a point of refer-
ence. In fiscal year 2009, we launched a project aimed at stipulating
areas on which the retail financial services business should focus each
month, in regard to the level of customer service that should be
achieved in our branches, and ensuring thorough adherence to those
standards. Based on customer feedback, we disseminate information
about the necessity of specific improvements and make employees
aware of the significance of these. Moreover, at the same time, we let
our employees know about the publication on our external website
of improvements implemented by our business divisions, based on
customer feedback. Sharing such information with all of our
employees leads to a company-wide improvement in CS awareness.

(2) CS Training 
(Improving Customer Contact Processes)

In order to improve customer contact processes, Sumitomo Trust
has distributed to all domestic branches a “Branch Checklist & DVD”
that serves as a point of reference in relation to customer admonish-
ments and complaints. The aim of this is to improve quality and
ensure standardization in relation to “The status of facilities such as
lobbies and booths” and “Personal appearance and basic movements.”

“The status of facilities such as lobbies and booths” and
“Personal appearance and basic movements” both have a major
impact on the impression that customers receive of our company.
All branch employees watch the DVD and then, based on the
“Branch Checklist,” they check the lobby and booths to ensure
that none of the ATM posters have become faded and that all mag-
azines are less than one month old. In addition, there are personal
appearance checks to ensure that jackets are being worn and that
none of the female employees are wearing nail art.

(3) Assignment of Care-Fitters to Branches

In 2004, Sumitomo Trust became the first major financial insti-
tution to assign Care-fitters* to all branches. As of the end of
March 2010, 78 holders of the Care-fitter certificate were working
at our branches to provide support for visiting elderly customers or
customers with disabilities.
* The Care-fitter certificate is a private qualification accredited by the Nippon Care-Fit

Service Association, a non-profit organization. Holders of this certificate have acquired
the care-giving skills required in the service industry, including helping the blind.

Image of screen showing information that makes it easier to find the branch or car park

Screen that appears when the “fund comparison button” is pushed

Not only does this more detailed map enable our customers to
check the location of our branches and car parks, but it also has an
“enlarge/shrink” function, which means that customers can also
look for nearby landmarks, such as buildings and department
stores, not to mention finding the most convenient station or
intersection. Furthermore, if the mobile phone bar code reader
function is used, detailed maps of the area around the branch and
the car park can be viewed as our customers approach them.

Activities to Raise Employees’ 3 CS Awareness



the perspective of elderly customers. Participants wore special equip-
ment that prevented them from moving freely and went through the
process of visiting a branch of the Bank and completing a contract for a
time deposit account. This enabled them to gain a real sense of the
inconvenience faced by elderly customers, such as which sections of the
form are hard to read and the fact that even sitting and standing can be
a burden. As a result, this has motivated employees to further reduce
the burden on elderly customers and to be more attentive to them.

(6) “Pledge to Customers—Mission Statement”

The departments that deal with retail clients have stipulated a
“Pledge to Customers—Mission Statement,” and employees work-
ing for such departments always carry a copy of the pamphlet for
use as their conduct guidelines. Every six months, employees look
back and review whether their own activities were in line with the
“Pledge to Customers—Mission Statement.”

(4) Workshop on Support for 
Customers with Dementia

Due to the fact that it receives a lot of enquiries from the families
of elderly people and concerning procedures relating to elderly peo-
ple, the Tsudanuma branch invited a speaker from the Funabashi
City Hall to hold a “Workshop on Becoming a Supporter of People
with Dementia.” All of the employees of the branch received orange
wristbands, to show that they support people with dementia. The
lobby is also equipped with booklets and a dementia checklist, in
order to disseminate correct knowledge and promote a greater
understanding of dementia among our customers.
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Pledge to Customers
Our mission statement is the “Declaration of Action” of Sumitomo Trust, which repre-
sents the action guidelines for company employees and our promise to our customers.

Customer Satisfaction
We endeavor to enhance our knowledge, education and personal qualities to be deserving of the trust of our
customers and aim to become financial professionals who can provide a top-quality response to all queries.

Goals for Action
• We will always put the interests of the customer first
• When a customer makes a request of us, we will first of all think “How can I make this happen?”
• We will value the relationships of trust between one person and another above the relationship between the

customer and the bank
• We will take responsibility for our actions towards customers and do our utmost always to provide a swift response
• We will ask ourselves whether we are deserving of the trust of our customers and take responsibility in responding to this

Valuable Suggestions
We will make suggestions for attractive products and services not found elsewhere, which are based on an awareness
of the expectations and problems of each and every customer, including issues that customers have not yet noticed.

Goals for Action
• We will continue to pursue high quality in our consulting work
• We will implement tailor-made asset management that suits the lifestyles and life stages of our customers
• We will identify needs that customers themselves have not yet noticed and make customer-oriented proposals
• We will continue to provide the latest information and specialist knowledge to our customers in a timely fashion

Mobilizing the Power of the Individual
Each and every one of us will, as individuals, properly fulfill our roles and responsibilities in regard to our
customers, as well as employing our superb teamwork and organizational skills to support this.

Goals for Action
• Each and every one of us will think about the roles we can play in regard to our customers and fulfill those

responsibilities properly
• With regard to problems that we cannot solve alone, we will use teamwork to resolve them
• We will constantly think about what is in the best interests of our customers and mobilize the necessary strength in

order to resolve those issues

Dream and Challenge
We will be unstinting in our efforts to make the necessary preparations and improve our ability to gain an accurate
understanding of the social environment and to respond to it; we will continue to resolutely take on the challenge
of making the changes and reforms needed by our customers.

Goals for Action
• We will maintain a frontier spirit, with the aim of always going one step further
• We will strive to improve ourselves, constantly taking care to gather information and not neglecting our studies
• We will continually take on the challenge of doing what a bank should, with the best interests of our customers in mind
• We will seek to improve our skills, in order to ensure that all employees can provide comprehensive consulting

Public Trust
We will value the trust and peace of mind of our customers, listening to what they have to say and aiming to
become a financial institution that is a well-loved partner, as well as being an institution that makes a contribution
to society.

Goals for Action
• We will constantly respond proactively to customer feedback and opinions, and will continue to be a conscientious

bank that is trusted by our customers
• We will continue to be proactive in disclosing information
• We will be highly praised for the soundness of our management
• The whole company will participate in activities aimed at making a contribution to society and 

will support such activities in all arenas
• We will strive to contribute to the local community, by such means as participating in local activities

A scene from the “Seminar Providing a Simulated Experience as an Elderly Person”

A scene from the Workshop on Becoming a Supporter of People with Dementia

(5) Simulated Experience as an Elderly Person

With the cooperation of the Shizuoka Prefecture Council of Social
Welfare, the Shizuoka branch held the “Seminar Providing a Simulated
Experience as an Elderly Person,” in order to provide good service from
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(1) Seminars on Measures Against Financial Fraud

In 2009, the number of incidents of remittance fraud that
occurred across Japan declined compared with the previous year, but
it continues to be a major social problem, with a total of approxi-
mately 9.6 billion yen being lost to fraudsters. At Sumitomo Trust
branches too, there have been some cases in which employees were
able to detect that something was wrong with the customer and after
inquiry, they were able to prevent the occurrence of potential fraud.
In light of these circumstances, we have considered how to enhance
customers’ financial literacy so that they can guard against financial
fraud and decided to hold seminars on measures against financial
fraud in collaboration with Rakugaku Seikatsu Kyokai, an NPO
engaging in financial literacy education. Accordingly, between
March 2009 and March 2010, we held a total of 13 Seminars on
Measures Against Financial Fraud for the customers of 15 branches.

In light of the fact that scammers cunningly exploit human psychol-
ogy, these seminars explained fraud techniques with a focus on psycho-
logical analysis on the assumption that anyone could be deceived.
Among materials used in the seminars was an audio tape recording of
actual conversations between a criminal and the intended victim.

We also asked local police to describe cases of fraud that had
actually occurred in the local community. Participants were deeply
involved at each seminar, and the question-and-answer exchanges
were animated as well.

(2) Workplace Experience as Financial Literacy
Education for Future Generations

(a) Workplace Experience Program for Junior and
Senior High-School Students

To provide junior and senior high-school students with an
opportunity to learn about finance and reflect on the significance
of work, Sumitomo Trust has introduced a workplace experience
program. From fiscal year 2009, we have enhanced the curriculum
and acceptance guidelines.

Based on this, in fiscal year 2009, the Retail Financial Services
Business and the Fiduciary Services Business accepted a total of 71
students from five high schools, including Gunma Prefecture’s Oze

A scene from a Seminar on Measures Against Financial Fraud

A scene from the spring holiday special project “Finance Workshop for Parents and Children”

High School. Some of the students said that they had not known
that there were such jobs as money management and investment
that go on in banks, that they were able to sense the employees’
eagerness and attentiveness toward the customer, and that it was a
valuable experience in helping them decide upon their career paths.
Additionally, Sumitomo Trust employees got a fresh perspective on
what it means to work through their interactions with the students.

(b) Spring Holiday Special Project: 
Finance Workshop for Parents and Children

We are implementing activities that emphasize making a contribu-
tion through the provision of information and interaction with local
residents. At the Aobadai consulting office, in March 2010, we held a
“Finance Workshop for Parents and Children,” aimed at local pupils
about to enter their final year of elementary school or their first year
of junior high school, and also their parents. Employees including the
office director gave workshops on such matters as “Finance,”
“Exchanging business cards,” “Note counting” and “A tour of the
back of the ATMs and safe-deposit boxes.” The participants enjoyed
it, giving such feedback as, “It was good to be able to see behind the
scenes at the bank, which we aren’t normally able to see.”

5 Efforts for Customer Protection 

(1) Efforts to Protect Our Customers’ Personal
Information

In recent years, the frequent incidence of customers’ personal
information being leaked has emerged as a social problem, high-
lighting the importance of appropriate information management
more than ever. Protecting customers’ personal information is
essential to building a relationship of trust with them. Sumitomo
Trust’s Information Security Management Policy (“Information
Security Policy”) adopts regulations concerning the protection of
personal information, requires the appointment of an “information
management officer,” and prescribes the rules concerning the col-
lection, utilization, storage, and disposal of information. In April
2005, we announced our Declaration for the Protection of
Personal Information, and we are accordingly developing the neces-
sary institutional framework and making efforts to ensure appropriate
protection and use of customer information. All employees are

Activities to Improve Customers’ 4 Financial Literacy



In light of the enforcement of the Act concerning Temporary
Measures to Facilitate Financing for Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises (SMEs), etc., we have established a management policy
on facilitating financing to SMEs, and developed a related system.

Basic policy

When we receive applications for new borrowings or for alter-
ation of conditions from clients, we will study them and respond
promptly after examining individual cases in detail, conducting
appropriate screening and, if necessary, closely cooperating with
other financial institutions. We also intend to provide counsel to
clients and deal with their complaints appropriately. When we
have no choice but to decline an application, we will strive to pro-
vide an in-depth explanation in specific terms.

Outline of the system

In order to ensure appropriate management and operation sys-
tem based on the Basic Policy, Sumitomo Trust has assigned offi-
cers in charge of the management of financial facilitation, as well as
establishing a Financial Facilitation Promotion Office. The office
is in charge of establishing various facilitation rules and keeping
branch offices well informed about the rules. 

required to take e-learning classes on information management. In
addition, we ensure secure management of our information systems
based on strict round-the-clock surveillance. In cases where we out-
source information management, we require the outsource contractor
to take appropriate measures for information protection, commensu-
rate with the scale and nature of the outsourced management.
* Through such initiatives, Sumitomo Trust takes all possible measures to protect our cus-

tomers’ personal information, but we regret to advise that an incident did occur in June
2010, in which data concerning corporate pension customers was disclosed by mistake.
We take this incident very seriously and an overview of the situation, our response and
the measures taken to prevent recurrence are detailed on page 59 of this report.

(2) Appropriate Provision of 
Information to Customers

If financial institutions are to retain customers’ trust amid the
profusion of complex financial instruments, they need to ensure
their understanding of such instruments by providing them with
adequate and appropriate information. Our “Promise to
Customers,” which states Sumitomo Trust’s policy for the solicita-
tion and sales of financial instruments, is available for customers to
see at branches and on its web site. We also make sure that the
aforementioned actions are appropriately taken from the stand-
point of customers by ensuring compliance with the suitability
rule* and establishing the company’s regulations through a manual
for the provision of adequate explanations and others to customers
as well as from the solid training given to our employees. 
* The suitability rule prohibits financial institutions from soliciting customers in ways that

are inadequate in light of the customer’s knowledge, experience, and the asset status
and purpose of the conclusion of the financial transaction contract.

(3) Efforts to Safeguard Customers Against
Financial Crimes

To safeguard customers against financial crimes, we have taken
the following measures: 
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Declaration for the Protection of Personal Information

1. Compliance with Laws and Regulations on Personal Information
Sumitomo Trust complies with laws and regulations as well as rules on
personal information so as to ensure appropriate protection and use of
such information.

2. Restrictions on Purpose of Use
Sumitomo Trust uses personal information provided by customers only to
the extent necessary for its business activities and the intended purpose
of use, and never uses this information for any other purpose.

3. Management of Personal Information
Sumitomo Trust strives to keep the personal information under its man-
agement accurate and up-to-date. It also takes the necessary and
appropriate measures for safety management to prevent illegal access
to, or destruction, alteration, or leakage of personal information under
its management.

4. Handling of Personal Information
When outsourcing the handling of personal information, Sumitomo Trust
carries out appropriate monitoring of the outsourced contractor, to ensure
that personal information of its customers is managed safely.

5. Response to Customer Inquiries
Sumitomo Trust will quickly and appropriately respond to inquiries from
customers about its management of personal information.

6. Provision of Information to Third Parties
In principle, Sumitomo Trust does not provide personal information to
third parties without the consent of the customer concerned. However,
this principle may not hold true in cases where the provision of informa-
tion is deemed necessary for the benefit of the public interest in light of
relevant laws and regulations.

7. Continual Review of Measures for 
Protection of Personal Information
Sumitomo Trust is continually improving its compliance program
concerning the protection of personal information, periodically reviewing its
method of managing personal information, and continually revising this
declaration. For further details of the handling of personal information, such
as matters concerning the disclosure of the purpose of its use, please see
the section entitled, “The Handling of Personal Information on our
Japanese website.”

• Making available an IC ATM card service with a biometric authen-
tication function.

• Introducing functions that enable PIN numbers to be changed at
ATMs and the imposition of usage limits on ATM cards. 

• Keeping surveillance on abnormal transactions. 
• Holding seminars on measures against financial fraud (see page 31).

Basic Policy on Financial Facilitation 6 and Outline of the System
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“With You” Activities—Social Contribution Activities—

We engage in a wide range of social contribution activities so that we may become a bank
with a “visible face” that can be recognized by our customers and stakeholders alike. With the
catchphrase “With You,” Sumitomo Trust has been engaging in such activities. In this section,
we explain our prominent social contribution activities. 

1 Five Major Themes of Activities that Contribute to Society

Sumitomo Trust plans and implements activities that contribute
to society along five themes that are of particular interest to
customers, namely, (1) the environment (including activities to
support living beings), (2) successful aging*, (3) security (crime
prevention and disaster prevention), (4) health, and (5) education.
We also use these themes as starting points for designing new
financial instruments and seek to gain a synergetic effect from the
“With You” activities. Each branch seeks to build a relationship of
trust with customers as a member of a community by conducting
social activities that are rooted in the local communities and are
suited to their specific circumstances and needs.
* Successful aging refers to leading a healthy life both physically and mentally in one’s

golden years.

2 “With You” Implementation Policy

In order to initiate “With You” activities that are specific to the
local community, each Sumitomo Trust branch sets its own medium-
and long-term themes based on its distinctive features, such as
regional character and location, and implements activities along
these lines each year. A special budget is allocated for the promo-
tion of the “With You” activities, and branches that have tapped
into budget funds are required to report the results and impact of
the activities, and the response of customers to the Corporate
Social Responsibility Office of the Corporate Planning
Department. Based on these reports, the Corporate Social
Responsibility Office periodically reviews the themes to be con-
centrated on in the next fiscal year and the ways of promoting
these activities.

Every year, we also publish the “With You” booklet (Branch
Social Contribution Activities Report) (picture on right), and dis-
play it in our branches to achieve communication with the local
community. Through the “With You” activities, we aim to serve
local communities as a bank with a “visible face.”

Environment
(Activities to
Support Living
Beings)

SecurityHealth

Education Successful
Aging Activities

that
Contribute
to Society 
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Environment
Participation in Kugenuma Beach Cleaning

In October 2009, the
Fujisawa branch participated as
the main sponsor in the
Fujisawa Beach Cleaning
Project organized by the local
French school Soleil Provence
to help clean up at Kugenuma
Kaigan. More than 100 volun-

teers came that day, including 17 of our employees. A buffet party
was held at a French teacher’s house after the event, which helps
strengthen ties with the local community. This project is an interna-
tional event that is held twice a year (autumn and spring) throughout
the world during the same period. This activity is not limited to a
beach clean-up, as the collected garbage is categorized, recorded, and
then used in the marine ecosystem environmental research work that
is being carried out within Japan and overseas. The Fujisawa branch
plans to participate in this activity in the future as well.

Mt. Fuji Clean-Up Program
The Shizuoka and Kofu

branches held the annual “Mt.
Fuji (Aokigahara Jukai) Clean-
up Activity” in August 2009,
with the number of participants
totaling 94, including branch
employees and their family
members. There are concerns
that the environment of beauti-

ful Mt. Fuji, which symbolizes Japan, is being affected by the illegal
dumping of trash. There have been instances of the withering of trees,
wild animals getting injured by plastic string, and so forth. Since
2005, both the Shizuoka and Kofu branches have been involved in
this clean-up activity in cooperation with the NPO Fujisan Club,
with the aim of restoring the beauty of Mt. Fuji. This activity is also a
valuable learning experience for the children who participate in it.
There has been a considerable reduction in the dumping of large
house-hold items, which were a common sight when this activity first
started, and Sumitomo Trust feels a great sense of satisfaction for hav-
ing contributed in some measure to the cleaning up of Mt. Fuji.

Creating Scenery in and around Asukaji Temple
Asuka village in Nara Prefecture has valuable historic sites from the

Asuka Period, such as Asukaji Temple, and constitutes unique his-
toric scenery, which is in harmony with the surrounding villages and
rural landscape. However, degeneration of the natural environment
and scenery has become a problem in recent years. Five Kinki region
branches—the Abenobashi branch, the Nara-Saidaiji branch, the

Nanba branch, the Sakai branch and the Yao branch—have been
undertaking tree thinning, underbrush cutting and other activities to
maintain the scenery in and around Asukaji Temple since May 2008.

Company-Wide Promotion of the Ecocap Movement
Sumitomo Trust branches

across Japan are promoting the
recycling of various items,
including the easy-open-ends of
aluminum cans, postcards with
writing errors, and postage
stamps. In particular, all

branches take part in the “Ecocap Movement,” which collects used
plastic bottle caps and uses proceeds from their sale to pay for vacci-
nations for children in developing countries. Bottle cap collection
boxes are set up at over 90 locations at bank branches and other sites
across Japan. The Kawanishi branch, together with its customers, col-
lected a total of 86,120 caps (sufficient to pay for vaccines for about
107.7 people) during the period from October 2008 to August 2010.
This activity has recently been growing steadily, thanks to the cooper-
ation of nearby sports gyms and day-care centers.

Activities to Support Living Beings 

Sumitomo Trust conducts various activities to raise public
awareness regarding biodiversity at its branches throughout
Japan. Under the name “Activities to Support Living Beings,”
such activities include the breeding of endangered species,
the holding of exhibitions, and the display of panels featuring
photos and explanations. The aim is to address the impor-
tance of preserving biodiversity and raise public awareness in
local communities on a wide scale.

Activities Directed Towards COP10

The Nagoya branch and the Nagoya Station branch are holding lec-
tures, exhibiting photo panels, offering branch-sponsored seminars, and
arranging exhibitions in branch lobbies for citizens in preparation for the
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Activities to Create Awareness for 
Protecting Endangered Species of Fish

The Yao branch (Osaka) is raising a local endangered fish, the
Nippon Baratanago (rosy bitterling), in a fish tank in the branch’s
show window, thereby raising public awareness of its need for pro-
tection. Inspired by this activity, the Kobe branch, the Sendai
branch and the Aobadai consulting office are now working with
local conservation groups to raise and display fish in their lobbies
(Golden venus chub, Zenitanago and Yokohama killifish). Panels
are also displayed, explaining their ecology. 

Activities to Preserve Native Plants in 
Nearby Natural Parks

The  K i t amoto  Na tu r e
Observation Park in Saitama
prefecture is designed to pre-
serve the natural environment
of this “country-side forest,”
and is well maintained as a
wildlife habitat. Since 2006,

the Omiya branch has participated in volunteer activities to clear
non-native plants and other activities to preserve the park’s indige-
nous plants. In 2009, the fourth year, volunteers from the Omiya
branch worked on thinning the ginko trees planted in the park
under the guidance of instructors, to make space for the planting of
native trees, like Konara oak and Shirakashi (Japanese white oak). 

Lobby Exhibit on Yatsu-Higata
Yatsu-Higata is a remaining

tidal mud flat in the innermost
part of Tokyo Bay of about 40
hectares. Various creatures like
lugworms, crabs, fish and
waterfowl inhabit this place,
and it is registered under the

Ramsar Convention. To give local people a sense of the biodiver-
sity nearby, the Tsudanuma branch, together with the Narashino
City Yatsu-Higata Nature Observation Center, exhibited photo-
graphs of the living beings observed in Yatsu-Higata, and their
food chain. There were also photos documenting the history of
the shrinking of the ocean and the tidal flat, a popular area for
shellfish gathering since the Taisho Era, due to landfill since
around 1970. 

Tenth Conference of the Parties to the Convention on Biological
Diversity (COP10), to be held in October 2010 in Nagoya. These activ-
ities proactively provide information on biodiversity to all our customers
and the local community. In addition to providing seminar halls and
lobby areas to the “Japan Civil Network for Convention on Biological
Diversity,” which is a civic group, the branches have also provided assis-
tance in grass-roots activities in support of COP10, including an event
in October 2009, one year ahead of the actual event, and another event
in July 2010, to mark the 100-day countdown (see page 13).

National Trust Movement Support Plan

The National Trust is a global movement aiming to preserve
places of natural beauty and historic buildings by purchasing or
receiving them as donations or bequests, thus ensuring that they
can be passed on to future generations (see page 19). The
Association of National Trusts in Japan raises awareness about this
movement, and coordinates the activities of more than 50 groups
working in Japan for this cause.

Since Ikebukuro is the base of this association, our Ikebukuro
branch plans to provide information about the National Trust
Movement and conduct activities to promote awareness through-
out the year. As the first step of this activity, the branch has been
holding large exhibitions, which include the display of panels and
the showing of videos in its lobby since August 2010. The
Toranomon consulting office and the Umeda branch have begun
planning similar exhibitions.

Participation in the “Kigyo no Mori”
(Corporate Forest) Project of Wakayama Prefecture

Under the “Kigyo no Mori”
project, companies borrow forests
from their owners at no cost, and
take responsibility for their main-
tenance and preservation. Since
fiscal year 2007, our Wakayama
branch has participated in the

Kigyo no Mori project promoted by Wakayama prefecture as a ten-year
plan to grow and maintain “Shintakun’s Forest” (named after Sumitomo
Trust’s corporate mascot). In fiscal year 2009, 53 people (employees and
their family members) worked with the local forestry cooperative to cut
underbrush for the second time. As part of this activity, the branch also
held an exhibition in its lobby on global warming prevention.

Golden venus chub

Yokohama killifish

Nippon Baratanago (rosy bitterling)

Zenitanago
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Health
Promotion of the Pink Ribbon Campaign

Sumitomo Trust has participated in the “Pink Ribbon
Campaign,” which seeks to raise public awareness of the importance
of the early detection, diagnosis, and treatment of breast cancer
since 2005. Our fundraising campaign, conducted from October
to November 2009 as a part of our “Pink Ribbon Campaign
Special Support Program,” donated 2 million yen to the “Japan
Fund for Breast Cancer” of the Japan Cancer Society. In fiscal year
2009, we created our very own pink ribbon badge to raise the
awareness of our executives and employees. 

The Umeda branch held exhibits in its lobby, and employees
wore pink knitwear or neckties to promote the Pink Ribbon cam-
paign. As part of its active participation, 50 employees joined in
the Pink Ribbon Smile Walk event held in Kobe.

Seminar on Health Concerns

Sumitomo Trust in cooperation with local medical institutions
provides useful information concerning health, an issue of strong
interest for our customers. The Fukuoka branch invited Professor
Naofumi Hayabuchi of the Kurume University School of
Medicine in December 2009 to give a lecture on “Cancer
Screening and the Latest Advances in Treatment.” He explained
about the PET scan which facilitates the early detection of cancer,
and about ion beam therapy used in advanced medical treatments,
as well as other standard examination procedures. The Kobe
branch invited Dr. Yoshio Hishikawa, a leading authority on ion
beam therapy who was the Director of the Hyogo Ion Beam
Medical Center at that time, to provide a lecture on this mode of
therapy, the latest information, its effects and costs in June and
December 2006. Participants responded favorably, with comments
like, “It was good to have the chance to hear a presentation by a
leading expert.”

Successful Aging
Preview of the Movie “Love Letters at Sixty”

“Love Letters at Sixty” is a project that was launched by
Sumitomo Trust on November 22, 2000, (11/22 sounds like
“good husband & wife” in Japanese). This project invites couples
to compose love letters addressed to their spouses (actually, mes-
sages on a postcard), aiming to help people fully enjoy their post-
retirement years. Of the letters submitted, about 160 letters are
selected each year for publication by Japan Broadcast Publishing
Co., Ltd., with all the royalties from sales donated to the NHK
Year-End Charity Drive and the NHK Overseas Charity Drive,
and to the Japan Guide Dog Association. The movie inspired by
this project was released nationwide in its 10th year, 2009. 

The Senri Chuo branch has been regularly holding book read-
ings of Love Letters at Sixty for the past two years, culminating
their efforts with a preview of the movie in May 2009. The pre-
view was attended by 550 people, and the movie was a hit. Some
people were moved to tears, and others thanked us after the
screening for inviting them. The experience was uplifting for our
staff too.

Seminar on How to Make the Golden Years
Comfortable

The Tokyo Business Department and Tokyo Chuo branch
invited the Director Sumiko Nakamura of the Care Information
Center/Senior Housing Information Center, to the Tokyo
International Forum to provide senior citizens with information on
nursing and retirement homes for enhanced peace-of-mind in their
later years, and the points that must be considered in the selection
of a retirement home, in a special seminar held in August 2010.
Over 100 people attended the event. 

©hikone-st.
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Education

Security

Co-Sponsorship for Youth Soccer Tournament for
Fifth Graders Residing in Tokyo

With the hope to foster
healthy children through the
sponsorship of a sports tourna-
ment, we have co-sponsored a
soccer tournament since 2004
for fifth graders residing in
Tokyo. The event is organized

by the Tokyo Football Association, called the Sumitomo Trust
Tokyo Cup Youth Soccer Tournament. In fiscal year 2009, roughly
13,000 fifth graders participated in 16-block preliminary games that

lasted for a month-and-a-half, starting in September. The surviving
48 contending teams fiercely contested in the finals that were held in
November. To liven up the event, Sumitomo Trust displayed posters
in the lobbies of its branches and provided gifts to all participants.

Sponsor Training to Foster Japan’s Next Generation
of Leaders

The J-Leader Program (headed by the chairman of Nippon
Keidanren, Mr. Hiromasa Yonekura) is intended to foster the next
generation of leaders who will support Japan’s future and make a
difference to the world. The school was founded in 2004, headed
by local administrative chiefs and financial leaders. Sumitomo
Trust agrees with its objective and has been co-sponsoring the
training since its first year, and the Bank has also dispatched
employees to serve as “class teachers” every year. In fiscal year
2009, the sixth year of the program, 180 senior high school stu-
dents selected from across Japan participated in a two-week train-
ing camp in Munakata City, Fukuoka prefecture, and learned about
philosophy, critical thinking, and liberal arts and other matters that
the next generation of leaders need to know from lecturers with
outstanding achievements in various fields. They then deepened
their understanding through discussions. We have also sent our
employees to job placement seminars held in December 2009 to
advise job-seeking graduates of this program on the significance of
work and the proper attitude for joining the workforce and becom-
ing a full-fledged member of society.

Joint Activities on the Theme of Environment with
Local College Students

Since 2006, our Shanghai
branch has been performing
CSR activities on the theme of
“Education” to support the
education of children of workers
forced to lead a life of poverty
(rural migrants). In fiscal year
2009, this branch engaged in
joint activities with the students
of the city’s famous East China

Normal University to raise awareness concerning the environment,
which has also become a major social problem in China in recent
years. They conducted debates, held eco-friendly bag designing con-
tests, and undertook a clean-up campaign within the university, and
wrote messages as a group to commemorate the event.

Various Crime Prevention Activities
Sumitomo Trust branches

across Japan cooperate with
local communities to support
crime prevention activities. The
Matsuyama branch has been
keeping a protective watch over
children on their way to the

adjoining elementary school twice a week since December 2006.
The Hachioji branch is registered as a member of the local rescue
organization for children against crime “Pipo-Kun-No-Ie” and pro-
vides a place where children can seek protection when they feel
threatened. We are also continuing our seminars on financial fraud
countermeasures, which began in March 2009 (see page 31). 

Provision of Information on Earthquake Preparations
There is a strong possibility of

a “Southeast Sea Earthquake” in
Wakayama prefecture. During
Disaster Prevention Month in
September 2009, the Wakayama
branch displayed the evacuation
shelters prepared for a Southeast

Sea Earthquake, earthquake-resistant panels, and tsunami information
panels in its lobby to make people aware of the horror of a Southeast
Sea Earthquake and the necessity of preparing against earthquakes. In
addition, the Tachikawa consulting office is conducting seminars on
“How to Deal with Earthquakes,” the Kobe branch is participating in
events like the Earthquake Memorial Walk conducted on the 15th
anniversary of the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, and our other
branches are also conducting various activities to promote the impor-
tance of preparing against earthquakes.




